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1. Executive Summary
Currie Harbour has an important place in the development of King Island, serving as the
first port on the Island and the main safe harbour for access to the Island. However, the
development of the Grassy Port as the main port for King Island saw Currie Harbour’s role
change to a secondary port that now serves a small local fishing fleet. With this decline
and the increasing focus on the development of Grassy over time, the Port Authority
determined to dispose of some of its assets at Currie Harbour and sold unused land
adjacent to the port to Currie Harbour Developments (CHD). Part of this land was
subsequently rezoned to allow the development of a tourist establishment. The balance
remained undetermined and King Island Council, King Island Ports and CHD agreed to
prepare a Structure Plan for the harbour to provide a framework for the future planning
and development of the Harbour precinct.
The Currie Harbour Structure Plan was prepared following consultation with key
stakeholders, a community workshop and review of background information and site
inspections. The key issues identified during this process related to:
• Connection of the Harbour to Currie town centre,
• Retention of commercial activity,
• Promotion of tourism as a development opportunity,
• Visual impact of developments on the Harbour precinct,
• Retention of vegetation in the Harbour precinct,
• Continued public use and access in the Harbour precinct,
• Urban design of the wharf and foreshore area and
• Provision of Infrastructure.
The vision for Currie Harbour that was confirmed following the community and stakeholder
consultation is:
Currie Harbour should develop as an active and vibrant precinct serving tourism,
recreation and commercial fisheries in a way that enhances the Harbour as an iconic
destination responding to its heritage and environmental values.
The Structure Plan implements this vision by:
•
providing the framework for new development in harbour precinct.
•
implementing planning and development controls to minimise visual and
environmental impacts of development.
•
facilitating development of tourist accommodation and facilities on land now
owned by CHD.
•
rezoning land between Charles Street and Camp Creek to allow lower density
residential land uses.
•
Redefining car parking and access to cater for the proposed new developments
in the Harbour precinct.
•
enhancing the appearance and land uses in wharf area by:
o removing unused structures,
o redeveloping the cool store as a waterfront cafe,
o defining car parking for beach viewing, cafe parking, access to Little
Beach, and access to Big beach,

•
•
•

o providing defined tailer parking for boat launching,
o redeveloping picnic and toilet facilities on the foreshore.
Implementing management plans for weed and vegetation management in the
Harbour area.
Providing a network of walking trails and paths.
Incorporating urban design elements to link the Harbour area to Currie town
centre.
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2. Background
2.1

Introduction

King Island lies at the western entrance to Bass Strait, almost equidistant from Victoria
and Tasmania. The Island has an area of more than 1000 sq km and a population of over
1700 people. Currie is the major settlement on the Island and Currie Harbour is a
sheltered Harbour adjacent to the town centre of Currie (refer to aerial photo Figure 1).
Although close to Currie’s commercial centre, there is no visual connection between the
Harbour and the town centre. The recent sale of land adjacent to the Harbour, which was
owned by the Port Authority, has created opportunities to develop the Harbour’s tourist
potential.
King Island Council has commissioned the Currie Harbour Structure Plan to provide
Council and the community with a plan that provides for redevelopment of the Harbour
precinct as a combined commercial and tourist destination on the Island.
The key objectives for the Structure Plan are to:
 Provide a framework for the development of the Harbour precinct and former Port
Authority land,
 Provide direction for future tourism development,
 Identify linkages between the township and the Harbour, and
 Manage landscape and environmental issues associated with future development
proposals in the Harbour precinct.
2.2

Purpose of the Structure Plan

This Structure Plan presents a vision and planning framework for the integrated
development of Currie Harbour. The Structure Plan will guide major changes to land use,
built form and public spaces that together can achieve economic, social and
environmental objectives for Currie Harbour and King Island. The Structure Plan will be
implemented through a series of amendments to the planning scheme and introduction of
site-specific controls.
The purpose of the Currie Harbour Structure Plan is:
 To identify preferred land use and development options that recognise the
importance of the area;
 To identify improvements to the visual quality of entrances and thoroughfares in
the area;
 To identify improvements to vehicular and pedestrian traffic routes and linkages;
 To identify areas of significance such as landscape, buildings, historical sites,
cultural features, natural features, focal points and open space networks; and
 To identify improvements to the area’s functions and to strengthen the role of the
Harbour within the Island context.
2.3

Context

King Island’s main centre is Currie, situated on the west coast of the island with
settlements at Grassy and Naracoopa on the east coast housing small populations.
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2.4

Approach and Consultation

Several site inspections were conducted of the Harbour precinct and a workshop was
conducted with key stakeholders and the community. The outcomes from this workshop
are presented in Appendix A.
In summary, the community supported the concept of further development within the
Harbour precinct but was concerned that any new developments should not impact on the
character of the area or the public use of the Harbour.
King Island’s post-contact history dates back to 1797 when it was sighted by Captain
Campbell. King Island was opened up for settlement and farming in 1888 and developed a
reputation for quality agricultural produce associated with a “clean and green” image.
Currie was chosen as the main settlement because the harbour offered a safe haven and
port for early settlers. The Harbour remained the major port for over 100 years until new
facilities were developed at Grassy in association with the Sheelite Mine. Currie Township
developed in the lee of the vegetated sand hills to the east of the port.
Currie Harbour today provides a safe haven for a small commercial fishing fleet and
recreational craft visiting the Island. Berthing and boat launching facilities are available at
the wharf and vehicular access to the waterfront is via Edwards Street. The Harbour
precinct includes the wharf, historic lighthouse and two beaches. Two places are listed on
the Australian Heritage Database in the vicinity of Currie Harbour – the Lighthouse and
Museum buildings that are registered on the Register of the National Estate.
The Harbour is separated from Currie Township by an area of former port land, which is
now owned by Currie Harbour Developments (CHD) and a parcel of Crown land. The land
rises from the waterfront through a relic dune system and supports a locally significant
stand of native vegetation.
Two hectares of the CHD land have been rezoned Tourist Facilities Zone. The balance of
the land remains in a Public Open Space Zone, with a Currie Harbour Tourism
Development Overlay recommended on the land.
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3. Issues and Existing Conditions
A range of issues was identified from background research, site inspections, meetings
with key stakeholders and the community workshop. These issues are summarised in this
section of the plan and on the Site Analysis Plan (Figure 2) and include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
3.1

Connection of the Harbour to Currie town centre,
Retention of commercial activity,
Promotion of tourism as a development opportunity,
Visual impact of developments on the Harbour precinct,
Retention of vegetation in the Harbour precinct,
Continued public use and access in the Harbour precinct,
Urban design of the wharf and foreshore area and
Provision of Infrastructure.
Connection to Town Centre

Currie town centre is located behind the dune system on Edwards and Huxley Streets.
The Harbour is not visible from the centre and there is no associated link to the Harbour
from the centre other than along Edwards Street. A visual connection between the town
centre and the Harbour area is required to encourage tourists and locals to approach the
Harbour precinct. Options to provide this connection by extending development along the
southern side of Edwards Street to the waterfront were considered and rejected by the
community workshop. The land on the southern side of Edwards Street is steep in parts
and would require significant vegetation removal to make this connection. Alternative
options include creating a visual connection with landscape and urban design treatments.
3.2

Commercial Activity

Increased commercial and tourist activity in the Harbour precinct has been facilitated with
recent sales of land by the Port Authority and amendments to the planning scheme to
include a tourist development overlay. The community was concerned that any
development should not impact on the continued use of the Harbour as a commercial port.
New development that promotes and encourages tourism and recreation were considered
appropriate. However, developments that were considered inappropriate included:
• Developments impacting on Camp Creek
• Developments impacting on the Coastal Reserve
• Visually intrusive skyline development
• Hazardous industry
Developments that were considered appropriate for the Harbour area include:
• Continuation of the commercial fishing industry
• Commercial development associated with tourism
• Appropriately sited residential development
• Recreation
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3.3

Promotion of Tourism

King Island has a very strong brand that is recognised interstate and overseas. Council
has a strong objective to increase tourism activity on King Island. Development of the
Harbour precinct is consistent with this objective. However, development needs to be
cognisant of the values attached to the King Island brand and maintain a quality that is
consistent with the brand. This should be a major consideration in the development of
themes for new development projects and the quality of facilities provided.
3.4

Visual Impact of Developments

Currie Harbour is an important part of King Island and new development will need to
respond to both the heritage significance of the precinct and the materials and colours that
are compatible with the environment of the Harbour. Land use controls to manage the
impact of new development on this character should be part of further work carried out in
the Structure Plan. Consideration of controls to protect skyline vistas, retain screening
vegetation to major developments and limitation of the height of new structures should be
considered. Special attention will also be necessary to improve pedestrian movement
around the Harbour precinct.
3.5

Retention of Vegetation

Currie Harbour lies in a natural amphitheatre that is heavily vegetated. Although this
vegetation is heavily weed infested, it provides a backdrop to the foreshore and wharf
precincts and acts as a visual backdrop to the town centre. Retention of this vegetation is
an important community objective and careful management of the siting and design of new
development to minimise vegetation removal will be required. Land around the Harbour
does, however, have the potential to accommodate a substantial amount of new
development because of the undulating topography and already cleared areas in the
landscape. Preparation of vegetation management and landscape plans will be necessary
to manage weed infestation and ensure that any new development is consistent with other
objectives for the area.
3.6

Public Use and Access

A network of paths and tracks occur within the Harbour precinct. These provide
connections from the town centre and residential areas to the east. Retention of public
access and improvement of certain corridors for public access was considered to be a
high priority outcome for any development within the Harbour. Development of linked
corridors of public and private open space which connect foreshore and town areas,
secure riparian corridors along Camp Creek and provision of opportunities for recreation
and beach access will be important to the strategy outcome.
3.7

Urban design of the wharf and foreshore area

Currie Harbour presents an ad hoc arrangement of buildings and structures that restrict
access to the wharf and present a negative image for tourists visiting the Harbour. At the
same time, the Harbour has a unique appeal that is not exploited. Exposure to the wild
seas offshore contrasts with the calm of the Harbour and provides a unique sense of place
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that warrants special attention. A detailed master plan is required of the foreshore area to
resolve these issues.
3.8

Provision of Infrastructure

New developments in the Harbour precinct will require provision of basic infrastructure for
sewer, water and power. Installation of these facilities can have a major impact on the
landscape and will require careful management and planning. Strategies to minimise
impacts, such as common trenching and provision of underground services for power
should be investigated. Coordination of these facilities for the whole precinct should be
considered in the Structure Plan.
3.9

Current Harbour Operators

Currie Harbour supports a range of commercial operations associated with the on-going
use of the port as a base for commercial fishing and aquaculture industries. The port has
the only operational slipway on the Island and supports a small, but viable fishing fleet.
Former port buildings support a range of non port-related uses, including the community
uses in the former Port Authority building. Low-key storage and commercial activities
operate from the collection of storage sheds located at the head of the wharf. These sheds
are generally in poor condition and detract from the general visual amenity of the port.
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4. Vision and Objectives
The vision for Currie Harbour is based on input from the stakeholder workshop held as
part of the scoping study for the Structure Plan and the Community Workshop held as part
of this study. The vision recognises the potential of the Harbour and its environmental and
heritage context:
Currie Harbour should develop as an active and vibrant precinct serving tourism,
recreation and commercial fisheries in a way that enhances the Harbour as an
iconic destination responding to its heritage and environmental values.
Currie Harbour is an important commercial and recreational precinct for King Island with
significant environmental, cultural, heritage and economic value. The Harbour is an iconic
waterfront location, which generates a unique and distinctive sense of place. That sense
of place should be enhanced through sensitive and responsive design to create an
acceptable community outcome to the development of a commercial opportunity.
Sustainable principles for the future planning of Currie Harbour to implement the vision
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage sustainable use and development of the Harbour and
surrounding land.
Recognise the unique character and activity associated with the
commercial port.
Protect the environmental, heritage and cultural values of the Harbour
precinct.
Retain community access to the wharf and Harbour precinct.
Improve connections between Currie commercial centre and the Harbour.
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5. Development Opportunities
A range of development opportunities has been identified for the Harbour precinct. These
opportunities are discussed below and their likely benefits and impacts are assessed. This
assessment forms the basis for development of policy and actions in the Structure Plan.
5.1

Tourism and Commercial Tourist Development

Currie Harbour is an untapped opportunity to attract visitors to the Island to stay longer on
the Island. There are several port buildings and hardstand areas around the wharf that
offer commercial use and redevelopment opportunities and an integrated tourist and mini
conference destination is proposed on the former Port Authority land south of Camp
Creek.
This land is divided in two by Henry Street with the southern portion being proposed as the
main activity and facility development precinct where recreation, conference and dining
facilities are proposed. This southern parcel offers several prominent sites that are
considered suitable for development and sheltered areas behind the old Port Authority
building that would be suitable for sporting and recreation facilities or accommodation.
Land to the north of the alignment of Henry Street contains a series of ridges that run
away from Big Beach to a high point at the end of Fraser Street. Although parts of this
area have been cleared, it appears to be heavily vegetated from outside the site. Up to 30
freestanding units are proposed on this land. This is considered to be an appropriate form
of development provided adequate controls on the siting and design of the units are
implemented. These controls need to respond to the requirements of the State Coastal
Policy and the context of the site. Key features to be managed are views from Big Beach,
the amount of vegetation removal required to implement the development and the
provision of access and infrastructure services.
A master plan is proposed for the wharf area. This master plan should consider
rationalisation of existing buildings and a general revitalisation of this area. Uses that are
considered appropriate in this location include a café or restaurant, heritage interpretation
centre, art and craft exhibition and sales and tourist information.
The Structure Plan does not define precise locations for these uses and a performancebased approach to controlling the siting and design of new buildings and activities is
recommended.
5.2 Port / Harbour Infrastructure
The maintenance of Currie Harbour as a working Port is important to both the economy of
King Island as well as the tourism attraction of the Harbour. Utilisation of the existing fabric
of the port area and retention of the architectural integrity of the existing built form is
recommended for the Harbour. Removal of some of the port buildings is recommended to
improve the visual quality of the area and to open up access to the Wharf, which in its
present configuration is enclosed and uninviting to the tourist and the general public.
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Recreation and environmental aspects should also be a primary consideration in the
development and control of use of the Harbour foreshore areas. Better definition of areas
for commercial activity and parking of commercial vehicles and boat trailers is also
recommended. A Master Plan is included in this report to outline the recommended
development options at this location.
Public access and use of the wharf should be retained as a feature of the area.
Appropriate separation of activities will be necessary to retain safe commercial operations
of the port.
A car park is recommended for the waterfront area to support a redeveloped port and
provide easy access for visitors to tourism facilities and walking tracks in the area.
5.3

Residential Development

Although the population of King Island has been declining since the mine closed in 1990,
there are indications that rising land prices and the mainland “sea-change” phenomenon is
resulting in renewed pressures for quality residential development in coastal locations.
Current trends on King Island show that this demand remains low with less than 5 new
houses built each year on the whole island. However, there are limited quality allotments
available that offer sea views in areas close to the main settlement at Currie. Possible
reopening of the mine will increase pressure for this type of housing to accommodate
management and higher paid workers. Council’s objective to double the population on the
Island will be supported by the reopening of the mine and the ability to attract permanent
residents to the Island.
Two areas have been identified in the Harbour precinct as suitable for new residential
development. Both these areas are north of Camp Creek, are accessed via Charles Street
and lie adjacent to Council land that contains the rubbish tip. Council is replacing the tip
with a transfer station and establishing a new landfill site inland. This action will enable a
review of the attenuation special area that exists around the tip. The improved
environmental condition associated with a properly managed transfer station will enable
residential development to occur closer to the site. The recommended buffer for the
proposed transfer station is 200 metres. This distance can be accommodated within
Council’s landholding.
Lower density housing is recommended to provide opportunities to retain existing
vegetation and manage house siting and design to minimise visual impacts on the
Harbour landscape. A gradation of lot sizes from the eastern end of the land out to Devils
Gap is recommended with lots ranging from 1000 to 2500 square metres adjacent to
Devils Gap.
The first area is on land immediately north of Camp Creek and is part of the CHD site.
This land contains a steep escarpment along the southern boundary adjacent to the creek,
which is unsuitable for development. Subdivision of this land is also not recommended and
the land should be included in a public reserve along the Creek. Layout of the subdivision
of this parcel needs to respond to the need for fire protection, consideration of public
access and protection of views from Big Beach east along Camp Creek. Therefore, it is
recommended that the subdivision road should be located along the southern boundary of
the site, adjacent to the escarpment to ensure buildings are set back and access is
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available for fire protection and public viewing. Ocean views will still be available from
these dwellings.
The second parcel lies between the proposed transfer station land and Devils Gap. This
land is already divided into two parcels with a substantial new dwelling adjacent to the
waterfront. Further low-density subdivision of the balance of the land is recommended to
provide a transition of densities from the Currie urban area out to Devils Gap. Similar
controls on siting and design are recommended for this land.

Development site north of Camp Creek

Development site north of Camp Creek
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6. The Structure Plan
This section presents the Structure Plan for Currie Harbour. The recommended actions
and strategies defined in this section should be read in conjunction with the Structure Plan
shown in Figure 3. The plan combines the findings from the research, stakeholder
interviews and community workshop and provides direction for the future land use and
development of the Harbour.
Key themes for the Structure Plan are:
• Connecting of the Harbour to Currie town centre,
• Promoting tourism as a development opportunity,
• Retaining commercial port activities,
• Creating new residential development opportunities
• Managing visual impacts of development
• Managing and protecting the environment
• Protecting heritage assets
• Providing public access
• Improving the urban design of the wharf and foreshore area
• Ensuring an adequate level of infrastructure is provided.
6.1

Connecting the Town Centre

Currie town centre and the Harbour area need a visual connection to encourage tourists
and locals to approach the Harbour precinct.
Objective
To improve the visual connection between the town centre and Currie Harbour.
Implementation Actions
• Create a landscape and lighting theme along Edward Street that provides a
connection to Currie town centre
• Development of a focal point for the Harbour on the axis of Edward Street to
encourage visitors to enter the wharf area.
• Develop a signage strategy for the Harbour precinct that adopts a unique theme and
style for the Harbour.
• Review the long-term proposition to develop land on the south side of Edward Street
to provide a land use connection to the Harbour.
• Conduct detailed heritage and landscape impact assessments before considering any
new development of the land between Little Beach and the lighthouse.
6.2

Promoting Tourist Development

Tourist development in the Harbour precinct is encouraged because it is central to Currie
Township, easily accessible to the airport and offers a spectacular setting that enhances
the visual and marketing appeal of the destination.
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Objective
To facilitate development of an integrated tourist complex on the CHD land.
Implementation Actions
• Any new development proposed shall be consistent with the design and development
guidelines outlined in Section 8 of this Structure Plan.
• A detailed site analysis shall be prepared to inform decisions about the siting and
location of facilities associated with the development of the land.
• Detailed site development and layout plans shall be prepared by the applicant to
identify the location and scale of all buildings, infrastructure and other proposed works
on the site.
• Allow up to 30 units in the proposed tourist north of Henry Street to the satisfaction of
Council.
• Facilitate improvements as required to the boathouse, recognising its special
ambience and appeal.
• Establish combined tourist information, café and Harbour viewing area on the waters
edge adjacent to the wharf in accordance with the Master Plan in Figure 4.
• Incorporate a public lookout and access in subdivision plans for land east of Devils
Gap with car parking provided on adjacent Crown land as shown on the Structure
Plan in Figure 3.
6.3

Retaining Port Activity

Activities associated with commercial fishing and recreational boating in the Harbour are
important character elements of the Harbour and should be encouraged to continue as
they provide activity and interest for visitors to the area.
Objective
To encourage use of Currie Harbour as a commercial port for deep-sea fishing tours,
recreational boating and aquaculture industries.
Implementation Actions
• Maintain commercial vehicle access to the port area.
• Retain slipway and other operations associated with the commercial use of the port.
• Separate port commercial traffic from tourist and local traffic.
• Rationalise the use and development of storage sheds adjacent to the wharf as
shown in the Master Plan.
6.4

Creating New Residential Opportunities

The opportunity to create quality, serviced residential allotments is important to Council’s
strategic objective to expand the population of King Island. Land to the north of Camp
Creek is suitable for low density, prestige allotments that offer water views. Management
of this subdivision is required to ensure that new development does not intrude on other
important views and landscape features of the area.
Objective
To facilitate residential development on land south of Charles Street (Figure 2).
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Implementation Actions
• Facilitate rezoning of land south of Charles Street as shown on Figure 2 to allow
residential subdivision to 1000 square metres minimum provided:
o Sewerage is available to the land and will be connected as part of the
development,
o Council has relocated the rubbish tip and developed a transfer station on its land,
o The escarpment of Camp Creek is set aside in a permanent reserve for public
use.
• Require new development north of Camp Creek to be set back from the edge of the
Creek escarpment to minimise the impact on views from the walking track and Big
Beach.
• Control the siting and design of new houses in accordance with the design and
development guidelines in Section 8.

Preferred siting and layout for subdivision adjacent to Camp Creek

6.5

Managing Visual Impacts

The vegetated fringe to the Harbour is an important element in the landscape and should
be protected from further development and uncontrolled access. The green buffer at the
south of the Harbour between the lighthouse and Little Beach is an especially significant
landscape element that defines the character and heritage significance of the port. Any
new development in this area would detract from linkages between the heritage lighthouse
and outbuildings and the port itself. Development in these areas should be restricted and
the view lines from the beach should remain free of development.
Objective
To protect the landscape and visual amenity of the Harbour.
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Implementation Actions
• Ensure all development is sited and designed in accordance with the guidelines and
performance criteria outlined in Section 8 of this Structure Plan.
• Retain vegetated fringe to Big Beach and Little Beach.
• Ensure development is sufficiently setback from the foreshore reserve to minimise the
impact on views from Big Beach.
• Minimise vegetation removal associated with any new development.
• Design all roads and infrastructure to follow existing cleared areas wherever possible.
• Do not allow development in the Harbour precinct to encroach into view lines from the
town centre, Edwards and Huxley Streets.

Preferred outcome for development adjacent to Big Beach

Inappropriate outcome for development adjacent to Big Beach

6.6

Managing and Protecting the Environment

Currie Harbour has a unique setting in a rugged and exposed coastal environment.
Further development of the Harbour needs to recognise its inherent coastal location and
complex ecosystems.
Objective
To manage the environmental assets of the Harbour precinct in a way that protects the
environmental qualities of the area.
Implementation Actions
• Site Environmental Management Plans shall be prepared for any proposed facility.
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•
•
•

6.7

New development should occur on existing cleared areas where possible on the CHD
land.
A vegetation management plan that addresses the long-term management issues
associated with weeds, fire protection, erosion control and revegetation shall be
prepared for the Harbour Precinct and any proposed development on the CHD land.
Vegetated buffers should be retained between the town centre and adjoining
residential areas and any new development on the CHD land
Protecting Heritage Assets

The heritage listed lighthouse and outbuildings are signature elements of Currie Harbour.
Protection of these features through landscape actions described above and control of
further development is recommended.
Objective
To protect the heritage listed lighthouse and outbuildings by controlling new development
and vegetation removal that may impact on the context of these buildings.
Implementation Actions
• Further detailed studies of the impact of any new development on the heritage values
of the lighthouse and visual impact on the Harbour precinct should be undertaken
before any development is considered in the Harbour precinct south of Edward Street
or adjacent to Little Beach.
• Allow the continued use of the boatshed as a tourist facility.
6.8

Providing Public Access

Ad hoc pedestrian paths will be lost if the proposed tourist development does not allow
public access.
Objective
Improve pedestrian trail networks in the Harbour precinct.
Implementation Actions
• Define and improve pedestrian links from the town centre to the Harbour.
• Upgrade public facilities at Bicentennial Park and redevelop the lookout to improve
safety of the existing structure.
• Provide a network of public footpaths following existing road reserves and public land
through the CHD land as part of the development approval for the site.
• Develop a public walking trail along Camp Creek from Big Beach to connect with the
existing Camp Creek trail east of Main Street.
• Install a pedestrian bridge over Camp Creek adjacent to Big Beach.
6.9

Improving Urban Design of Wharf Area

The Harbour waterfront is considered to be the most attractive and viable location for a
facility that will cater to both local residents and tourists visiting the Harbour area.
However, the Harbour presents an ad hoc arrangement of buildings and structures that
restrict access to the wharf and present a negative image for tourists visiting the Harbour.
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Objective
To improve the presentation and visual appeal of the wharf precinct and Harbour
foreshore.
Implementation Actions
• Define car parking and access ways in the Harbour area to separate pedestrian and
vehicular traffic (refer to Master Plan Figure 4)
• Rationalise the existing building mass at the Harbour edge to invite access onto the
wharf.
• Remove/redevelop out of character structures, such as the insulated storage shed
and derelict/unused harbour sheds in accordance with the Master Plan.
• Define a nautical theme for traffic management and urban design in the Harbour
precinct by using street furniture and structures that compliment the waterfront and
active port location.
• Review use of lighting and materials and colours used in any redevelopment/upgrade
of existing structures.
• Implement landscape and urban design works shown on the Master Plan (Figure4).
6.10 Providing Adequate Infrastructure
New development will require improvements to infrastructure services and should not be
permitted unless services are available.
Objective
To ensure all new development is provided with adequate infrastructure.
Implementation Actions
• Connect all new development to sewer, water and power services.
• Develop common trenching systems to avoid impact on vegetation.
• Investigate potential for electricity services to be provided underground.
• Utilise existing easements where possible.
• Maintain clear line of sight for the Harbour Lead Lights.
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7. Port Precinct Master Plan
A detailed Master Plan for the port precinct in Currie Harbour is proposed in Figure 4. This
master plan responds to the site opportunities and constraints and the scope for new
development and land uses indicated by the community workshop.
Key features of the master plan include:
 Changed traffic circulation
 Improvements to access and parking
 Improved urban design
 Redevelopment of the wharf sheds
 Improved public facilities
Each of these elements is discussed below.
7.1

Traffic circulation and access

Development of the wharf area and the proposed development of a tourist facility on the
CHD land will require changes to traffic circulation in the wharf area.
Major issues to be resolved include:
 Retaining safe vehicular access to the wharf for commercial activities associated
with the wharf
 Providing access for trailered boats
 Providing access for visitors to the proposed tourist establishment on the CHD
land
 Providing access to Big Beach
 Provision of defined parking areas for cars associated with the various land uses
and commercial activities in the wharf precinct
Proposed actions include:
 Define and develop a two-way road as shown in Figure 4
 Incorporate two roundabouts in the road design. The first is at the seaward end of
Edward Street to allow turning movements for boat trailers to approach angled
trailer bays as shown. The second is to manage traffic movements into the resort
areas and for access to Big Beach.
 Retaining vehicular access to the wharf for commercial traffic only.
 Provision of parking as shown on Figure 4 for:
o 20 cars at Big Beach
o 15-20 cars at the cafe
o 10 cars for harbour viewing adjacent to Little Beach
o 5 trailers
7.2

Redevelop Wharf Sheds

The visual amenity of the wharf area is impacted by the poor condition and location of the
several of the wharf sheds. The worst offender is the cold storage shed located on a prime
site adjacent to the water. This building and the adjacent gable-roofed wharf shed block
views onto the wharf and create a “blind” entry and exit point from the wharf that will
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create traffic management issues when other developments proposed for the area are
complete.
Proposed Actions
 Remove the timber and fibre cement shed adjacent to the cold storage shed.
 Redevelop the cold storage shed as a cafe and outdoor dining area. This can be
achieved by utilising the existing portal frame structure as specified below:
o Reduce the building height to reflect remaining port buildings
o Reduce the length of the building by converting the northern “bay” in the
portal structure to a covered entry
o Provide full height glazing to all walls to give a transparent effect to the
structure
o Provide outdoor dining deck (with glazed wind walls) over the water in
front of the building
 Define the public use area using distinctive paving and appropriate fencing.
7.3

Improve Public Facilities

Public facilities at the Harbour are poorly located and don’t take advantage of the prime
views of the Harbour.
Proposed Actions
 Relocate picnic facilities to a site between the road and Little Beach to avoid
traffic conflict in the future
 Relocate/upgrade toilet facilities adjacent to the picnic area
 Connect all facilities to the reticulated sewerage system for Currie
 Up-grade walking paths from the picnic area to the Boathouse
 Up-grade walking tracks to the lighthouse
 Improve access to Big Beach by constructing a defined pathway and
boardwalk/stairway onto the beach
 Consider disabled access requirements in the design of all facilities.
7.4

Urban Design

Currie Harbour is both an attractive place because of its character as a working port and
an untidy destination because of its collection of redundant buildings and poorly laid out
public areas. The actions recommended above are designed to improve the amenity,
public appeal and safety of the port [precinct once development of the area is complete.
However, the visual amenity of the area can be further enhanced with the implementation
of the following actions recommended in the Master Plan.
 Development of a landscape feature, such as the replica of a ship’s mast and
spar in roundabout at the end of Edward Street. This feature will reflect on the
history of shipwrecks along the coast of King Island and further promote the Bicentenary trail documenting the key wreck sites.
 Installation of urban art forms from the town centre to the port along the southern
side of Edward Street. These can be sculpture, silhouette panels or other forms
that invite people to come from the town to the port area. Development of the art
forms could become a community project with new panels/features added over a
series of years by local school children (eg).
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Use of maritime themed street furniture to manage traffic and define areas for
public use. Appropriate materials include bollards, anchor chain and ship ropes.
Pine log railings and furniture should be avoided.

Existing Wharf Sheds – Currie Harbour
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8. Development and Design Guidelines
A common theme through the community workshop and discussions with key
stakeholders in relation to the Currie Harbour Structure Plan was that development of the
Harbour area was acceptable provided it was sensitively planned and developed. These
guidelines set out the siting and design criteria that should form the basis for controlling
future developments within the Harbour study area.
The use of design and siting controls is an effective means to provide minimum
performance criteria for new developments. These guidelines should not be read as the
standard; they are the minimum targeted requirement to achieve a development that
balances the wishes of the community with the requirements and physical attributes of the
site and its context.
The key purpose of these guidelines is to:
• Protect and enhance the existing natural environments within and adjacent to Currie
Harbour,
• Ensure new development reflects the character and scale of the Harbour and natural
features within each area,
• Ensure new development is sensitive and sympathetic to surrounding natural features,
landforms and public spaces,
• Ensure new development reflects the maritime and coastal heritage of the area,
• Develop buildings, car parking and landscaped areas that offer a high level of amenity
to users by external appearance and internal experience and
• Ensure new development enhances the overall visitor experience to Currie Harbour.
The design and siting guidelines are set out for the following elements in the study area:
• Subdivision
• Residential Buildings
• Tourist and Commercial structures
• Site layout and landscaping
8.1

Subdivision and Development

Objectives
• To manage subdivision densities to produce larger allotments.
• To control subdivision so that new subdivisions respond to site constraints.
• To ensure public interests are appropriately managed in proposed subdivisions.
Performance Criteria
• The density of structures should respond to the need to maintain the visual integrity of
Currie Harbour.
• New subdivision should respond to topographic constraints and landforms.
• Sites constrained by steep slopes should be excluded from development.
• Multi-unit residential development should not occur within the Harbour study area.
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Design Techniques
• A range of allotment sizes shall be prescribed for all new subdivisions with lots ranging
from a minimum of 1000 square metres east of the transfer station to 2,500 square
metres adjacent to Devils Gap.
• Each allotment shall contain an accessible building envelope of at least 250 square
metres that is capable of accommodating development without substantive earthworks.
• Multi-unit development will be prohibited on all lower density allotments within the
Harbour precinct.
• Battle-axe blocks and site frontages less than 20 metres should be discouraged.
8.2

Residential Buildings

Objectives
• To control the impact of residential buildings on Currie Harbour.
Performance Criteria
• Building height controls should be implemented to manage visual impacts.
• Boundary setbacks should be required to ensure adequate separation of dwellings
occurs.
• Boundary fencing should be minimised to reduce visual impacts.
• Building materials and colours should be selected to minimise visual impacts
Design Techniques
• A maximum two storey building height should be specified for all new residential
buildings. This should be measured as the height above natural ground and does not
preclude development stepped up a hillside. Development over carports at ground
level should be classed as two levels.
• Side boundary setbacks for residential buildings should be specified at a minimum of
3 metres to reduce the visual bulk of structures in the landscape.
• Boundary fences should be minimised and not protrude forward of the building line.
• Building materials should be non reflective and wherever possible muted colours that
blend with the landscape should be specified.
• Buildings should be sited and designed to allow for prevailing weather conditions,
including maximising winter sun, providing shade in summer and shelter from
prevailing wind conditions.
8.3

Tourist and Commercial structures

Objectives
• To control the impact of tourist and commercial buildings on Currie Harbour.
Performance Criteria
• Building height controls should be implemented to manage visual impacts.
• Buildings should be sited and designed to minimise impacts on views from high public
use areas in the Currie Harbour area.
• Buildings should be constructed using techniques that minimise site works.
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•

Building materials and colours should be selected to minimise visual impacts

Design Techniques
• A maximum two storey building height should be specified for all new structures in the
Tourist Development Overlay. This should be measured as the height above natural
ground and does not preclude development stepped up a hillside. Development over
carports at ground level should be classed as two levels.
• Building envelopes should be located to minimise the impact of new buildings on
views from Big Beach and avoid silhouetted skyline developments when viewed from
Big Beach.
• Prominent skyline and ridgeline development should be avoided when selecting
building envelopes.
• All accommodation structures should be designed as low-impact pile structures
requiring minimal earthworks and vegetation removal.
• Wall cladding materials should be non-reflective and wherever possible muted colours
that blend with the landscape should be specified.
• Accommodation buildings should be sited and designed to be energy efficient and
offer adequate shelter from prevailing weather conditions.
8.4

Site layout and landscaping

Objectives
• To manage the layout and landscaping of the site.
Performance Criteria
• Buildings shall be sited to avoid land with constraints.
Design Techniques
• Buildings and access ways shall be laid out to minimise excavation and side cut.
• Prominent skyline and ridgeline development should be avoided in selecting building
envelopes.
• Services and infrastructure should follow existing easements and /or proposed access
roads within the complex.
• All service infrastructure within the tourist complex should be located underground.
• Locally indigenous plant species should be incorporated in all revegetation and
landscaping works.
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Inappropriate siting and design option

Preferred siting and design outcome

Inappropriate road siting and design option

Preferred siting and design outcome
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9. Implementation
9.1

Roles / Responsibility

Implementation of the Structure Plan will require close cooperation between Council and
King Island Ports. A Steering Committee of Council, the Port Authority, key stakeholders
and community representatives is recommended to oversee implementation of the
Structure Plan.
9.2

Commonwealth Government Funding Opportunities

Recent announcements indicate that there may be funding available under schemes to
rationalise commercial fishing activities on the Australian coast. This funding can be
directed to community projects to increase tourism and improve economic development in
fishing communities impacted by the rationalisation of the fishing industry. The
Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry administers two current
programmes that may be eligible for the King Island community. These are:
•

Recreational Fishing Community Grants Programme (applications Round 4
close 25.1.07)

This programme will provide up to half the cost of an approved project up to $100,000
GST inclusive. The applicant must arrange the remaining 50 per cent contribution.
The Programme will invest in the following areas of activity as they relate to
recreational fishing:
(a) improvements to infrastructure, including tracks and paths used by
recreational fishers to access fishing spots;
(b) local initiatives to enhance recreational fishing, such as restocking fish in
inland waterways;
(c) protection of the environment at the water’s edge by, for example, protecting
sensitive habitats;
(d) volunteer marine and freshwater rescue groups and associated infrastructure;
and
(e) education and awareness raising projects such as biofouling, aquatic pest
translocation, increasing survival rates of released fish, and sensitive species.
•

Fishing Community Assistance (applications Round 1 close 12.1.07 and
Round 2 close 4.5.07)

This programme will fund projects of generally not more than $500,000.
To be eligible for Fishing Community Assistance, the proposed activity must stimulate
economic activity or enhance employment opportunities.
Appropriate uses of Fishing Community Assistance include, but are not limited to:
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a)

adding value to existing resources, products or a business,

b)

establishing or expanding a business in response to demonstrated markets,

c)

creating sustainable new economic/employment opportunities,

d)

providing infrastructure that enhances economic opportunities,

e)

diversifying skills, and

f)

increasing the uptake of innovation, best practice or new technologies.

Web site: www.daffa.gov.au
9.3

Tasmanian Government Funding Opportunities

The Tasmanian Government department, Tourism Tasmania has recently announced
funding under its Tourism Promotion Plan, Product and Experience Fund for projects that
enhance regional visitation, assist regional development and strengthen the (Tasmanian)
brand. Applications for grant of $100,000 – $200,000 close on 25.1.07.
Web site: www.tpptasmania.com

9.4

Planning Scheme Amendments

This Strategy Plan sets out detailed requirements for land use and development within the
Currie Harbour precinct, some of which will require amendments to the King Island
Planning Scheme before they can proceed. These amendments include:
 Rezoning land between Camp Creek and Charles Street as shown on Figure 3 to
enable lower density residential development to occur in accordance with the
guidelines set out in Section 8.
 Rezoning the CHD land between Camp Creek and Henry Street to Tourist
Facilities Zone to allow construction of 30 tourist accommodation units in
accordance with the guidelines set out in Section 8.
 Redefining the Attenuation Area to 200 metres once the Transfer Station is
complete.
9.5

Further Studies

Further detailed studies of the impact of any new development on the heritage values of
the lighthouse and visual impact on the Harbour precinct should be undertaken before any
development is considered in the Harbour precinct south of Edward Street or adjacent to
Little Beach.
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Figure 1
Currie Harbour Aerial Photo
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Figure 2
Currie Harbour Site Analysis Plan
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Figure 3
Currie Harbour Structure Plan
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Figure 4
Currie Harbour Master Plan
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Appendix A
Consultation Results

Introduction
A community workshop was held at the Council offices in Currie on Wednesday 19th
August 2006. A total of 43 people attended this workshop. After general introductions the
group was divided into four discussion groups which were each asked to respond to a
standard set of questions about the Harbour precinct. The groups then assessed other
team responses to the questions and reported to the general meeting. Key areas of
agreement between the groups are highlighted in yellow.
Workshop Outcomes
Outcomes from the group discussions are presented below. The comments in brackets
represent support or objection from other teams to the comments raised.
Question 1. Port & Water Activities
What improvements and changes would you suggest are necessary to improve the
port for commercial and recreation purposes?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access improved to beach and walking tracks. (3 supporting)
Safe road from wharf to Main Road. (2 supporting)
Pull down factory for good view – Only south side of factory to make
better use of site. (1 supporting, 1 objection)
Upgrade building (factory). Needs work or pull it down.
Access needs (OH & S) to wharf. (3 supporting)
More anchorage for visiting boats? – Not enough room? Isn’t a marina
(2 supporting, 1 objection)
Parking needed for trailers recreational boats. (3 supporting)
Water quality is questionable – Pipe at little beach ‘spews stuff’. (1
objection)
Signage needed for stingrays. (1 objection)
Walking track all the way around the Harbour – Boardwalk (3
supporting) or Partial Boardwalk??
Bridge over Camp Creek. (1 supporting)
Car Park – not on wharf? (1 questioning)
Remove/relocate toilets and outdoor showers (2 supporting)
Signage needed to welcome tourists onto wharf (2 supporting)
More rubbish bins (1 objection)
Tidy buildings up (2 supporting)
Maintain the working port (2 supporting)
Do the buildings need to be there?? – (1 strong objection, yes)
Repair the wharf (2 supporting)
Removal/Demolition/Retention for fishing or tourist use (3 supporting)
Café/Restaurant opportunity on wharf. No access restriction
(3 supporting)
Support for the fishing industry. (3 supporting)
A boardwalk needed – under the existing walking track around to the
boathouse (2 supporting)
Board walks all around? (2 supporting)
Defined tracks – Car park and historic walks (2 supporting)
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•
•
•
•
•

Somewhere for buying fish (fish and chips/ coffee) (2 supporting)
Camp Creek to Lighthouse walks and trails – need tidy up. (2
supporting)
Platypus (conservation?) at Camp Creek (2 supporting)
A HUGE clean up – keeping the existing character (3 supporting)
Preserve fishermen’s working conditions in Port. (2 supporting)

Question 2. Tourist Development
What should be done to improve tourism in the Harbour precinct?
What is the best location for new tourism facilities in the Harbour precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities (2 supporting)
Toilet block (3 supporting)
Café/Restaurant – Waterfront (3 supporting)
Low density tourism – Single Story (2 supporting, 1 objection)
Well mapped area of walking tracks for tourists (3 supporting)
Art and craft market at wharf/in wharf shed (3 supporting)
Cultural centre – Already there? (2 supporting, 1 objection)
Move King Island Seafood to wharf – Subject to finance. (1 supporting)
Integrate fish and chips/restaurant/pub? (1 supporting, although pub
questionable)
Locate restaurant on old fish factory, up the hill behind Little Beach or
somewhere up the hill. (1 supporting)
Development OK for Devil’s Gap. (3 supporting)
Development OK for back of tip. (1 objection)
Development Ok for wharf precinct and into immediate hinterland. (3
supporting)
Walking tracks – no motors, horse ok? (3 supporting)
Marine workshops – preserve.
Need septic? (1 objection, Sewers instead)
Buildings need a paint, keep character of some of the buildings
Clean up area
Look after fishermen (1 supporting)
Eco-friendly environment.
A blackboard to notify times fishing boats are unloading.
Lighthouse – used to generate income (?)
Attractive Public Toilets (2 supporting)
Development – lead lights – keep clear??
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Question 3. Residential Development
Should there be additional residential development within the Harbour precinct? If so,
where?
What developments and activities should be encouraged to improve linkages
between the town centre and the Harbour?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land in area close to wharf should only be for tourism. (2 supporting)
Residential development north of Camp Creek. (2 supporting)
Crown land to be maintained and improved with native vegetation. (3
supporting)
Track at Camp Creek. (3 supporting)
Parking area at wharf. (3 supporting)
Yes definitely residential development (1supporting)
Strongly support urban design to channel people down to the Harbour
and beyond. ie. Signage, lighting, footpaths to continue on through Main
Street to Henry Street. (1 supporting)
Development OK for Devil’s Gap. (3 supporting)
Development OK for back of tip. (1 objection)
Extend Henry Street – to provide loop. (2 supporting, 1 objection)
Activities – Tracks, including bicycles (and horses) but no motors. (3
supporting)
Interpretive and directional signs. (3 supporting)
Keep residential building low – tucked into landform
Eco-like, low tourism at mark on map? Preferably nothing crammed up.
Links to town, no road – Henry Street, no nite club? (1 objection)
Links to town by walking tracks and signs.
Harbour area should reflect ‘fishing activities and sounds’. (3 supporting)
Happy with development as long as ‘eco-friendly’. (2 supporting)
Tight area.
No buildings in cleaned up green belt.
Maybe residential in front of tip. (2 supporting)
“Dog Friendly” – Horse friendly (2 supporting)

Question 4. Development Controls and Guidelines
Are there any special controls required to protect and enhance the Harbour environment?
(consider controls relating to new development and changes to the environment).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well maintained tracks so it protects vegetation. (3 supporting)
Height restriction. (3 supporting)
Don’t want multi-storey – High Rise (3 supporting)
Development that works in natural environment, coastline, vegetation
and township. (3 supporting)
Protect public access. (3 supporting)
Natural looking designs (1 supporting)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Block sizes – down to 6000m? (1 supporting, 1 condition)
Sensitive to the topography (2 supporting)
Sympathetic building materials (1supporting)
Preserve quality of remnant vegetation, remember things can be
replanted. (1 supporting)
Make sure planning constraints allow for architectural creativity.
(2 supporting)
Habitat retention and vegetation removal controls. Weed control.
(3 supporting)
Height controls and sensitive siting. (3 supporting)
Generally, controls essential to preserve Harbour precinct amenity.
(3 supporting)
Sensitive use of colours and materials. (3 supporting)
Underground powerlines. (3 supporting)
Protect existing industries – kelp/fishing. (2 supporting)
Buildings below ridge lines. (2 supporting)
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Appendix B
Community Workshop SWOT Analysis

SWOT Analysis
An analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with Currie
Harbour was conducted at the community workshop. The results of that analysis are
presented below.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Aesthetics

•

Tourists attracted

•

Peaceful/Tranquil

•

No Ferry for passengers and cars

•

Access across private land to beaches /

•

Expensive freight and airline service

shipwrecks

•

Tourists not catered for

•

Tourists confused at jetty – discourages

•

•

Great vegetation but lots of weeds and
rubbish

Fishing freedom

them to walk/explore

−

Noise

•

Lack of professionalism in hospitality

−

Loading Times

•

High cost of living

•

Pedestrian Paths

•

Housing shortage

•

Boathouse good focal point (24)

•

Looks industrial at jetty

•

‘Designated Road to Boathouse’ is

•

Derelict buildings

closed…

•

Poor roads

•

…Good for having no traffic

•

No infrastructure/services – no sewerage,

•

Development opportunities – not high rise

•

Great vegetation (But lots of weeds and

•

Lack of footpaths

rubbish)

•

‘Designated Road to Boathouse’ is

•

•

but does have power

closed…

Environment Group – study done and
plan to remove weeds

•

…Bad due to limited access

Iconic value of vegetation on slope back

•

…Tidy up for walking track and bridge
(sometimes difficult to cross stream)

up to town – preservation
•

No disabled access at the Harbour

•

Water at Little Beach very polluted –
stagnant, old kelp
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Opportunities

Threats

•

Protect King Island Brand

•

Coastal dune erosion

•

Dog and horse Friendly

•

Development opportunities – not high rise

•

Restaurants in the right spot – mix of

•

Lack of population growth

cuisine and accommodation

•

Mine not reopened

•

Maintain/enhance:
- Value adding industries, Cheese, Beef

•

Protect/Enhance:
- Iconic values, Coastal areas,
Lighthouses, Reserves

•

Maximise current infrastructure (roads,
sewerage, water)

•

•

Hospital/Retirement Home with a view
Below ridgeline, Single level
Opportunity to put Powerlines at Charles
Street underground
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Appendix C
Literature Review

1) King Island Council
King Island 2013, Strategic Plan 2004-2008
The aims of this plan were to create a vision for the King Island Council and the King
Island community, as well as objectives on how to achieve this. The vision statement and
subsequent objectives will be the main focus for creating the King Island Strategy, and
reads; ‘To preserve and improve the “King Island Way” including freedom of opportunities,
community friendliness along with personal and industry security in an environmentally
sustainable way appropriate to King Island.’
There are twelve relevant objectives to meet this vision, which are divided into two
categories, those objectives for the community and those appropriate to core operations,
both of which are of great relevance when planning for King Island.
Direction 1: Population – ‘To double the population by 2013 while maintaining the lifestyle
that the community is accustomed to and known as the “King Island Way”.
• To provide for environmentally sustainable opportunities for residential
development throughout King Island, including transportation needs and
expansion of island industry.
• To work with the community on programs promoting King Island.
Direction 2: Island Access –
• Look for opportunities to improve services for the community in terms of access
to, from and around the island.
Direction 5: Intergovernmental Relations –
• To work using Tasmania Together 2020 on developing appropriate initiatives for
King Island.
Direction 6: Education –
• To recognise the benefits of Ballarat and Clarendon College Campus on King
Island and strive for its sustainability.
Direction 7: Natural Resources – ‘The intrinsic value of King Island’s natural environment
needs to be preserved while allowing sustainable agricultural and aqua-cultural industries
to continue to grow.’
• Work with the King Island Natural Resource Management Group, focusing on
environmental concerns of the community and educate the community on the
need to conserve the environment.
• Look at sustainable ways to manage infrastructure and natural assets.
Direction 8: King Island Brand –
• Look at methods to protect the King Island brand.
Direction 10: Tourism – ‘It is recognised that tourism has potential to grow with a target of
increasing visitor numbers by 10 per cent per year over ten years. For this to be achieved,
the Island experience will be developed in partnership with industries and community.
Access to the Island is seen as an impediment to growth by the industry.’
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•

To implement initiatives in the King Island Tourism Strategy.

Direction 11: Primary Industry – ‘Primary industry is recognised as the backbone of the
Island economy. Initiatives to increase production in a sustainable manner are paramount
to economic growth that will have maximum flow on to the island community.’
Direction 12: Recreational and Leisure Activities –
• Provide environmentally sustainable access to popular recreational sites,
especially coastal areas.
Direction 13: Governance –
• Include community participation in decision-making.
• Make plans and policies affordable and sustainable into the future with respect to
the needs of future generations.
Direction 16: Community Services – ‘To maintain a high standard of public health by
working with the community to develop a range of community services and facilities aimed
at improving the quality of life on King Island.’
Direction 17: Infrastructure Services – ‘To improve cost-effective management and
development of Council’s physical assets.’
• To achieve a sustainable and economically viable public works system and
infrastructure for the community.
• Give regard to environmental issues and community needs when dealing with
waste and water management and community infrastructure needs, including
roads.

King Island Planning Scheme
Relevant parts of the King Island Planning scheme are outlined below:
PLANNING SCHEME GOAL
“The goal of the planning scheme is to provide for the social and economic welfare of the
community by encouraging the proper management, use, development and conservation
of the Municipality’s natural and man-made resources.”
PLANNING SCHEME OBJECTIVES
“The objectives of the planning scheme are to:
a) To recognise the natural and economic assets of King Island and promote balanced,
use and development while minimising conflict between competing demands on the
Island’s resources;
b) To protect the rural economy of King Island as an essential part of the wider
economic base;
c) To recognise the importance of the fishing industry to the economy of King Island and
to plan for the further development of the industry by providing for shore based port
facilities and to allow for marine farming to occur;
d) To recognise the importance of mining as an industry and to identify areas where
mineral resources have been identified and future mining activity can be established
to the exclusion of other uses;
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e) To recognise the tourist attractions of the Municipality by protecting the natural and
heritage values and identifying specific sites for the development of tourist facilities;
f) To plan for and protect the Municipality’s links with the mainland through its air and
sea services;
g) To co-ordinate the orderly and efficient use and development of land and ensuring a
reasonable balance between supply and demand of land in accordance with
anticipated growth;
h) To set standards for the use and development of land; and
i) To promote Currie as the principle settlement and focus for commercial, community,
administrative, business, industrial and residential activities while also recognising the
future roles of Grassy and Naracoopa as settlements for residential and tourist
developments.”
ZONING
“CLOSED RESIDENTIAL ZONE
This zone is to principally provide for the development of houses and grouped houses in
serviced areas. Apartments and Cluster Houses are alternative forms of residential
development which Council, at its discretion, may allow to establish in this zone.”
Height Limit = 8m
Front Boundary Setback = 4.5m
“Council may approve a greater height or lesser setback than prescribed”
Minimum Lot Area = 450m2
“LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
This zone is to provide for the residential development of land which because of limitations
on the disposal of household effluent and the opportunity for a distinctive urban character
based upon larger lots with extensive landscaping and tree preservation.”
At Currie and Naracoopa
Height Limit = 8 metres
Council may approve a greater height or lesser setback than prescribed
“a building shall not be erected on a skyline ridge”
“Council may relax these provisions subject to exercising its discretion”
a) Currie
Minimum Lot Size = 2 hectares
“shall be so proportioned as to contain a circle of 50 metres in diameter and
frontage to a public road of not less than 6 metres.”
“COMMERCIAL ZONE
The goal of the Commercial Zone is to provide locations for uses serving the retail,
business, entertainment and cultural needs of the Island community.”
Currie as the focus of business activity
New development to have a high quality of design with an emphasis on the promotion of
local identify, urban character, visual interest and vitality
Height Limit = 10 metres
Minimum Lot Size = 180m2
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“with lots having a frontage to a road of not less than 9 metres.”
“VILLAGE ZONE
The goal of this zone is to provide for mixed residential and commercial development in
small clearly defined areas.”
Height Limit = 8m
“except that the Council may approve a greater height where satisfactory
evidence is produced”
Minimum Lot Size = 800m2
“or such larger area as may be required to contain effluent within the boundaries
of the lot.”
Minimum Frontage to a road = 18 metres
However, “Council may approve a frontage of not less than 3.6 metres.”
“TOURIST FACILITIES
The goal of the Tourist Facilities Zone is to provide locations for the establishment or
continued operation of visitor accommodation and related facilities.”
Height Limit = 8m
“except that the Council may use its discretion”
“INDUSTRIAL ZONE
This zone is to provide locations for noise generating, noxious and potentially polluting
activities in areas where adverse effects can be controlled.”
No uses/development permitted without a permit.
Height Limit = 12m
Minimum Lot Size = 1000m2
“with a frontage to a public road of not less than 20 metres.”
“PORT ZONE
The principal goal is to provide for the various activities associated with the fishing fleet at
Currie Harbour, the transfer of general freight through the Grassy and Naracoopa Jetties
and the use of the Airport for the transfer of people and freight to and from the Island.”
Height Limit = 10 metres
“unless Council has exercised its discretion”
Minimum Lot Size = 1000m2
“with a frontage to a public road of not less than 20 metres”
“COMMUNITY SERVICES ZONE
This zone is intended to provide for the civic, cultural and institutional facilities required to
meet community needs.”
Height Limit = 8 metres
“Council may approve a greater height or lesser setback than prescribed”
Minimum Lot Size = 450m2
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“UTILITY SERVICES ZONE
This zone is for the range of public utilities needed to support urban development. It also
provides for ancillary and interim use of land required for these services.”
Height Limit = 8 metres
“unless Council has exercised its discretion”
RURAL ZONE
The zone goal is to:
a) Identify land for the establishment and operation of land based resource enterprises;
and
b) Protect the environmental, conservation and landscape values from inappropriate
development.
Height Limit = 12 metres
“Council may approve a greater height or lesser setback than prescribed”
Minimum Lot Area = 50 ha
“Any proposed building(s) and works shall be designed and sited so as to
 minimise their visual intrusion into the landscape when viewed in relation to their
surroundings from public vantage points; and
 minimise the conversion of any existing or potential agricultural land to nonagricultural uses.”
“a building should not be erected on a skyline ridge”
“RURAL RESIDENTIAL ZONE
This zone is primarily intended to accommodate low-density housing in areas not suitable
for agriculture or urban development.”
“PUBLIC SPACE ZONE (OS)
This zone is to provide for and protect publicly owned land for recreational use,
conservation or landscape values.”
“No subdivision shall occur in the Public Open Space Zone unless as part of an approved
Specified Departure or other form of amendment to the Scheme.”
“RECREATION ZONE
This zone is to provide for areas where the community can engage in active recreational
activities on both private and public lands.”
Height Limit = 8 metres.
“Council may approve a greater height”
“CONSERVATION ZONE
a) To enhance the natural and cultural resources of the Municipality through the
protection of places of conservation value, cultural significance, scenic beauty and
natural/ecological value such as the Lavinia Nature Reserve Seal Rock State
Reserve, Currie Light keepers Residence, New Year Island Game Reserve and
Christmas Island Nature Reserve.
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b) To protect sensitive environmental areas and habitats from development and
disturbance.
c) To conserve and protect remnant native vegetation from further disturbance and
clearance.
d) To protect and enhance key scenic destinations and natural and cultural landscapes.
e) To provide opportunities for appropriate recreational uses which enhance the specific
qualities of the area.
f) To ensure development is compatible with the ecological capacity and/or cultural
qualities of the site.
g) To provide opportunities for appropriate heritage/environmental education,
appreciation, interpretation, research and scientific activities.”
“All use and development in the Conservation Zone shall be in accordance with any
approved statutory management Plan, prepared by the agency responsible for the
management of such areas.”
“ROAD LAND
(1) To enable the public road system to be planned, constructed and maintained in a
manner which accords with the concept of public accountability community
consultation and the objectives of sustainable development;
(2) To ensure that roads are sustainable in terms of their functions and the use and
development of the areas they serve;
(3) To ensure that roads are designed and maintained to reflect the landscape,
townscape, heritage qualities and access requirements of the area through which
they pass;
ROAD ZONE
(i)
To provide for the use, development, amenity safety and efficiency of roads in the
planning area;
(ii)
To establish a system of road categories and requirements for access to and
from roads.”
“The Traffic Impact Assessment shall be submitted with all applications and shall be
undertaken both for present day conditions and the assessed future situation”
“FUTURE ROAD ZONE
To identify land required for the construction of future roads, to ensure that a proposed
road is not compromised by use or development”
Part 4 - SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS
 Sullage and Sewage to be disposed within lot boundary in unsewered areas.
 Distance between level 2 activities/ sources of pollution from dwellings /
residential zones. (activities in Schedule 2 of Env.Mgt and Pollution Control Act
1994)
 Protect the Islands water resources by prohibiting development within 40
metres of any tidal flat, saltmarsh, lagoon or watercourse.
 Ensure the rehabilitation of sites subject to the operation of an extractive industry.
 All use and development on land below 3m AHS requires a permit (unless
exempted)
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Subdivision application to show consideration of the requirements of the scheme
Grouped houses shall provide appropriate private open space and landscaping
and have densities with a lot area per dwelling of 300m2 in a Closed Residential
Zone.
Apartments will have a minimum lot area per dwelling of:
o Studio/Batchelor 120m2
o One Bedroom 150m2
o Two Bedroom 180m2
o Three Bedroom 210m2
The clearing of land or destruction of any trees or natural understorey in any
zone shall require a planning permit unless for a reason listed in this clause.
Council shall not consent to use or development of land if the land to which the
use of development applies is in a fire hazard area
Council may require the submission of a Site Management and Development
plan for a use or development that may contribute to or affect the achievement of
‘sustainable development’. It must incorporate the information required under this
clause.
Council shall not consent to a use or development of land if the land to which the
use or development applies is subject to environmental harm.
Any use or development of land accreted, whether naturally or unnaturally from
the sea to which a zone does not apply requires a permit.

Part 5 - SPECIAL AREAS
“A Special Area delineated on the plan is land of particular interest, value, sensitivity or
hazard within the planning are where, in order to ensure that use or development is
compatible with the nature of that Special Area, provisions additional to, in lieu of or
varying those for the underlying zone are required to be met.”


Attenuation distances for potential land use conflict
o “Within the area shown on the plan around the airport the following uses
are prohibited;
 Apartment, House, Intensive Animal Husbandry, Grouped
House, Noxious Industry, Public Utility (Sewerage Treatment
Works, Refuse Disposal Sites), Rural Industry (Food
processing or any other activity likely to attract birds), Passive
recreation, Waste Transfer Station”
o “To protect the operation of the Hydro Electric Commission power
station outside Currie, a 500m noise attenuation buffer has been shown,
within which new residential development shall be prohibited. An
attenuation distance or ‘footprint’ for the proposed wind generators has
also been identified and within which any new residential development
shall be prohibited.”



Historic Precinct
“The Harbour Light and Light House Keepers Residence, Currie and Cape
Wickham Lighthouse have been identified as Historic Precincts.”
Council is to ensure any use or development is not detrimental to the heritage
value. A permit is required for any use or development with referrals to
appropriate agencies.
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The use or development of land subject to poor drainage as shown on the plans
shall be prohibited.



Coastal Protection Area
In order to minimise dune erosion and maintain the natural functions of dunes
and the coastal ecosystem additional controls are required within the areas
identified on the plans.



Protection of known mineral areas
All uses and development require permit unless prohibited.



Currie Water Source Area to be protected from contamination.
Septic tanks will be limited to one house per lot.



Currie Harbour Tourism Development Area
In proposing uses or developments within the Currie Harbour Tourism
Development Area, and where Council requires, the applicant must submit a Site
Management and Development Plan
Use or development in the area must protect the natural values and cultural
setting, maintain a quiet atmosphere.

Annual Report 2004/2005
The King Island Council’s Annual Report highlights the achievements of the 2004/05
financial year. It contains statistics regarding the economic and other council realms, and
states the overall King Island vision as seen in the Strategic Plan. The report highlights
key infrastructure implementations such as the completion of the Currie Sewerage
Treatment Wetland and the beginning of works on a new landfill site at Parenna. At the
same time rehabilitation and improved management of the waste management facility and
transfer station in Charles Street has been achieved.
The Federal Roads to Recovery program allowed King Island to upgrade some of their
deteriorating rural roads with funding of $737,045 whilst a number of minor infrastructure
projects were also adopted, including sealing and re-sealing of roads and the
implementation of bridge infrastructure. There is also mention of a Partnership Agreement
with the State Government founded in April 2003 that allows for effective financial
arrangements on King Island relating to industry and economic development as well as
transportation, tourism and community wellbeing.
These are all of particular interest for a King Island Strategic Plan in terms of utility
infrastructure and funding that presently exists on the island.
Municipality of King Island Planning Study 1994
This planning study was used by the Council to form the basis for the 1995 King Island
Planning Scheme providing the rationale for zoning and other provisions to be adopted in
the scheme. The study provides background information and statistics about the island
and outlines strategies as follows;
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1. Settlement Strategy
• While Grassy and Naracoopa can be redeveloped for tourist destinations
and some residential needs, the township of Currie should be focused on as
the principal settlement area.
2. Residential Land Strategy
• A residential strategy should ‘…be based upon an understanding of the
current trends in population, lot creation and uptake for building purposes.’
• Exposed lots are not favourable to residents, therefore sheltered ones are
sought.
3. Commercial Land Strategy
• Such a strategy views a need to create a ‘Main Street program’ or similar to
be designed to encourage the ‘revitalisation and promotion’ of town centres.
This will be achieved by a program that combines community and
government members to create overall improvement to areas within the
physical, economic and social environment.
4. Industrial Land Strategy
• A number of industrial land uses operate on sites within residential areas;
this will need to be looked at.
5. Agriculture Land Strategy
• A house can be a ‘permitted use’ on all of King Island, however there are
notes to warn of the possible impact of residential amenity brought about by
industrial use in rural zones.
6. Forestry and Mining Land Strategy
• Although originally abandoned, the owners of the previous scheelite mine
have left the mine in such a situation that it can be reopened.
7. Tourism Strategy
• Tourism is seen as a major growth industry for reasons that must be retained
including, flora and fauna, tranquillity and the unspoilt coastline.
• Caravan and cabin facilities are favoured in a wider area than motel
accommodation etc.
8. Heritage Strategy
• Special protection areas (as per 1994) are as follows;
- Currie and Cape Wickham Lighthouses;
- Reekara Wildlife Sanctuary
- Lavinia Nature Reserve
- Pegarah Fresh Stone Reserve
- Tathams Lagoon Wildlife Sanctuary
- Sea Elephant River Wildlife Sanctuary
- Reid Rocks Nature Reserve.
• It must also be noted that in accordance with Commonwealth legislation
(The Department of Environment and Land Management, Division for Parks
and Wildlife) all shipwrecks older than 75 years must be protected.
9. Infrastructure Strategy
• Identification of important structures in need of protection are the ports at
Currie, Grassy and Naracoopa as well as the Airport.
•

Access around the island, pollution from farms and industry, environmental
protection, limiting land clearing and amenity issues such as a focus on
buffer areas for zoning have also been noted as important.
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Finally this study takes into consideration specific requests from government and the King
Island community alike that will be useful to understanding local issues.
King Island, A Tourism Study (1979)
This report was written by the Department of Tourism on behalf of the King Island
Municipal Council in 1979, and looks at tourism facilities and investment in the industry in
1979. The study aims to create strategies for an economically viable and thriving tourism
industry without jeopardising the King Island community.
The report sees the King Island community as the main determinant of success for such
an industry and states a need for the community to provide ‘mutual co-operation, initiative
and enthusiasm’ to any tourism agenda. It also reasons that any improvements, without
being too obtrusive, in tourism will also benefit the King Island population as investment in
‘social infrastructure, amenities and services’ (as well as direct economic gain) will occur
as a result of investment into the tourism industry.
Although this study is fairly dated and therefore slightly irrelevant when considering
present planning needs, it can also be used as a comparison to today’s tourism data and
infrastructure, and gain an understanding of what changes have occurred in this time
span.
King Island Travel Survey 1999
This is the fourth in a series of Travel Surveys undertaken by the Tourism Tasmania body.
The survey looks at the number and origin of visitors to the island, resident movement
in/out of the island, and the time of the year these persons have travelled. Individual
demographics, reasons for coming/going and choice of transportation, destination and
activity when on/off the island were also assessed. Such statistics can be compared to the
King Island Tourism Study (1979) and real data can show trends over this time period.
Although over six years old the survey results can form some guide when planning for
both residents and tourists on King Island.
Findings from this survey reveal;
• There was an estimated total of 13,130 visitors to King Island in 1999 with
the majority (over 50%) coming from Victoria.
• Adult visitors spent approximately $4.57 million in 1999 with an average of
$393 per visitor, or $91 per night.
• There were more visitors to the island (up 11.3%) and more spending (up
13.1%) in 1999 compared to 1996.
• However, visitors spent fewer nights on King Island (4.3 nights on average
compared to 5 nights in 1996).
King Island Tourism Marketing Plan 2002-2003
This plan incorporates findings from the 1999 Travel Survey and was put together by King
Island Tourism in partnership with the King Island Tourism Industry, the King Island
Council, Tourism Tasmania and the Cradle Coast Authority. This plan aims to ‘rejuvenate’
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the King Island Tourism Industry and ensure it remains financially viable and sustainable
into the future, thus it may be useful for overall planning on King Island.
The plan recognises all decisions made for King Island must maintain a focus on the King
Island Community and not detract from their needs. The aims of such a plan look at
furthering product marketing and development and enhancing visitor’s experiences, which
are key to such a plan and should be done in a sustainable manner.
This plan recognises King Island Tourism has four categories of particular interest which
are;
• Island Lifestyle – Laid back island lifestyle focusing on the natural environment
with friendly hospitable residents to make ones stay all the more pleasurable.
• Fine King Island Produce – The presence and production of gourmet foods is not
only what King Island is about but is a driving force in tourism.
• Wildlife – Highly visible and an abundant array of flora and fauna on the island,
which adds to the King Island experience.
• Coastal and maritime heritage – Unspoilt and deserted beaches combined with
shipwrecks make for a unique experience for visitors to the island with the
lighthouses and jetties located on the island adding to this experience.
Tourism operators on the island have formed an association to create a thriving and
sustainable tourism industry and to create wealth for all involved. There are a number of
initiatives that the island must strive for which aims to encourage preservation and
improvement on King Island in the form of;
• Scenic amenity, both rural and urban, and
• History, ambience, atmosphere and lifestyle
• Having special regard to their importance in influencing the extent and quality
of tourism activity sought by visitors;
This plan highlights the objectives for the King Island Tourism industry including;
• Research and Development – Analysis of present statistics and what King Island
needs for an improved tourism industry/branding.
• Product Development – Priorities evolve around the four island attributes (as
above). There is a need to service tourism sites and towns to create greater
streetscape, community involvement and facilities that will eventually encourage
a greater tourism market.
• Service Delivery – Is important when promoting King Island and the King Island
brand, issues of service ‘…quality, timeliness, friendliness and consistency’ are
key.
• Marketing and Promotion – Of brand and island and plan for the island etc.
• Brand recognition – Strategy must be made for the King Island brand allowing for
broad community involvement etc.
• Access – Improve access to and amount of transport to island in a sustainable
way, inclusive of a crisis management plan.
Expected Achievements include:
• An increase of awareness of King Island as a tourism market.
• An increase in tourist/visitor numbers.
• An increase in length of stay for such visitors.
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•

An increase in yield from the King Island tourism industry.

Finally, the appendix in this plan shows the results from tourism questionnaires given to
visitors to the island, which may prove useful in gaining an understanding of the local
industry.

2) King Island Natural Resources
King Island Natural Resource Management Review and Strategic Action Plan (1998
– 2001)
This ongoing plan has been developed by the King Island Natural Resource Management
Group, a community group on King Island, and provides information about the natural
resources of the island.
The plan looks at maintaining and sustaining the present King Island landscape which was
severely modified during the twentieth century and sees the value of a strong social
network that can band together and produce a more economically and ecologically
sustainable environment.
The plan canvasses the community’s priorities in regards to resource management issues
such as water quality/quantity, salinity, biodiversity and native vegetation clearing. There
has also been extensive input from scientific and technical advisors alike. These issues
must be taken note of when planning on King Island.
The Native Vegetation of King Island, Bass Strait (2002)
This report gives a ‘guide to the identification, conservation status, and management of
the island’s native vegetation and threatened plant species’, and has been supported by
the Commonwealth Government’s Natural Heritage Trust, the Tasmanian Government’s
Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment and the King Island Natural
Resource Management Group.
Such a report provides a guide to the native flora or vegetation present on King Island
including forest and woodland communities and grassland. Of relevance to a King Island
Strategic Plan are the conservation management priority categories and maps showing
the different vegetation cover and type of vegetation throughout the island. Thus this
report provides a guide to assist in the survival of natural flora through sustainable land
management practices.
The Fauna of King Island
This report was supported by both the King Island Natural Resource Management Group
Inc and the Natural Heritage Trust and provides information on the ecology and
conservation of local fauna on King Island. This report can therefore provide some
guidance for present land managers and those responsible for the use of land to identify
fauna and give an idea of their distribution and abundance.
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The report provides descriptions of fauna and flora on the island and the appropriate
manner to conserve and manage areas that house such organisms. Management
strategies for the conservation of fauna on the island involve limiting of human and
vehicular access to some areas, careful management of vegetation to assist fauna and
close monitoring of pests/introduced species on all areas of King Island, including
farmland areas.
Guidelines for the protection and restoration of fauna habitats include;
• Linking native vegetation patches with vegetation strips of preferably 50-100m in
width.
• Assisting the process of regeneration and revegetation in some areas.
• Maintaining and restoring vegetation linkages along streams and rivers.
• Perennial crop planting and timber trees should be planted around native
vegetation on farms to create a buffer zone.
• Enhancing ecological function and habitat by improving vegetation structure and
diversity.
• Improving biodiversity value and function by providing specialised habitat for
threatened species.
• Monitoring fauna in all areas.

3) Tasmanian Government
State Policies and Projects Act 1993
This act, part of Tasmania Government legislation is described as, ‘An act to provide for
Tasmanian Sustainable Development Policies, to provide for the integrated
assessment of projects of State significance, to provide for State of the
Environment Reporting and related purposes.’
This act stipulates the need for such State Policies to ensure a consistent and coordinated approach to matters contained in such policies and at the same time focusing on
the objectives for ‘…the resource management and planning system in Tasmania’. This
includes promoting sustainable development of all resources, natural and physical as well
as including community involvement. It also includes the form of environmental/land
management, land use planning and overall protection of ecosystems.
Such policies seen must be adhered to as they are vital for the sustainable future in
Tasmania. Such areas have been earmarked for significance and this must be taken into
account and adhered to when planning for King Island.
State Coastal Policy 1996 - Revised 16th April 2003
The Tasmanian Government introduced a Coastal Policy for the State in 1996, which was
prepared under the Tasmanian State Policies, and Projects Act 1993.This document was
revised in 2003.
The policy is a statutory document that creates middle ground between the provisions of
an Act and the other policies and provisions of planning schemes. The main aim of the
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policy is to ensure sustainable development for the use, development, management and
protection of resources along the Tasmanian coastline including those coastal regions of
King Island.
The definition of a Coastal Zone is ‘[all] State waters and to all land to a distance of
one kilometre inland from the high-water mark.’
The proposed outcomes for this policy are explained in the following categories;
• Natural Resources and Ecosystems – Sustainability with regards to
environmental ecology.
• Cultural and Historic Resources – Aboriginal relics and sacred sites are to be
protected.
• Cultural Heritage – Protection of places of cultural heritage will also be protected.
• Coastal Hazards – Areas at significant risk from coastal hazards are to be
managed effectively to minimise potential harm.
• Coastal Uses and Development - Development proposals will be subject to
environmental impact assessment and construction of buildings and
infrastructure will be sensitive to such areas.
• Marine Farming – Will have respect to sustainable practices and resource
management and consistent with the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995.
• Tourism – The use and development in a coastal zone for tourism purposes
will be in suitable locations and will be subject to an environmental impact
assessment.
• Urban and Residential Development – Impacts on environmentally sensitive
areas will need to be minimised or totally avoided when expanding urban and
residential areas and for the provision of infrastructure to support such uses.
• Transport – Transport infrastructure and services will be planned, developed and
maintained.
• Public Access and Safety – A common right of access along the coast for
the public will be maintained and enhanced where it does not negatively
impact on the protection of natural and cultural coastal values, health and
safety and security requirements.
• Public Land - All future use and development of public land in the coastal zone
will be consistent with the State Coastal Policy and subject to planning controls
unless otherwise provided by statutory documents.
• Recreation – Suitable recreational use of coastal zones will be encouraged and
conducted in a safe and environmentally friendly manner.
Proposed State Coastal Policy 2006 – Discussion/Response
These two reports, a discussion and a response paper, assess the State Coastal Policy
implemented in 1996, with the discussion paper leading into public comment and the
response paper the result of such comment.
The development of The Natural Resource Management Framework for resource
management in Tasmania considered pressures likely to be faced as population, both
resident and visitor, increases. As response to this a review of the State Coastal Policy
1996 was deemed necessary. Aims for such a review are to ensure that coastal
development is not susceptible to negative pressures brought about by development in
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coastal areas and is sustainable for future generations. Community review was important
and responses received for this project were recorded to facilitate desired outcomes for
the revised State Coastal Policy.
The submissions demonstrated strong community interest about the State’s coast and a
desire to see its values, including character, cultural and historic heritage, access, and
quality of its ecosystems and coastal processes adequately recognised and conserved for
future generations.
It was concluded in this report that the coastal zone be defined in the new Policy along the
lines of “the extent necessary to achieve the outcomes in the Policy” but that there be a
default of the existing definition in the Coastal Validation Act. Therefore the coastal zone
would likely be set by local government and it was further concluded that “Guidelines
should be developed by DPIWE to assist practitioners to define the coastal zone”.
Draft - Proposed State Coastal Policy – 4th August 2005
This draft synthesis results from the discussion and responses obtained when the State
Coastal Policy 1996 was assessed in 2004. Aspects of this proposed strategy can be
considered when planning for King Island’s coastal areas.
Of particular interest is the definition of ribbon development - a narrow band of
development extending along one or both sides of a road outside the residential, mixed
use, industrial, business or commercial type zone.
The purpose for the Proposed State Coastal Policy is for the ‘conservation of intrinsic
assets, values and processes of the coastal area’ as well as the sustainable use and
development of the area (as outlined in the 1996 policy). The policy objectives include:
• To use or develop natural and economic resources, and infrastructure;
• To support and maintain the sustainable growth and development of coastal
communities;
• To conserve and enhance public amenity and scenic values; and
• To provide, maintain and enhance public access to the coast.
The King Island strategy must therefore address the following to ensure adherence to the
proposed State Coastal Policy:
• Any impacts of use and development, direct and indirect, on areas of biodiversity
or conservation value, including sites of geoconservation significance;
• The use and development of the coast must be undertaken in appropriate and
designated locations where it will be adequately and appropriately serviced;
• Residential, commercial and industrial development that will be integrated with
existing or planned settlements, as far as practicable, to avoid ribbon
development (see definitions).
• Development in areas subject to hazard from the effects of inundation and
erosion, whereby the risks are satisfactorily managed;
• The visual values of the landscape to ensure they are protected and enhanced;
• The amenity values of the coast to ensure they are conserved.
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Implementation of the policy must include a review of ‘…every planning scheme covering
part of the coastal area by the responsible planning authority to assess the means by
which the planning scheme achieves the outcomes of this Policy.’
Better Planning Outcomes - Discussion Paper 2004
This paper, written by the Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment,
reviews the present land use planning system in Tasmania and identifies areas requiring
investigation for improvement. ‘Better planning outcomes’ are canvassed to ensure
sustainable development.
“The aim of the project is to identify improvements to land use planning that will deliver
better planning outcomes for government, industry and the community while protecting the
integrity of the sustainable development objectives that underpin the Resource
Management and Planning System”.
The project will canvas a range of reforms to the delivery of land use planning and will aim
for improvements to:
• Make sure that all levels of government follow relevant policies and strategies;
• Make sure that planning schemes have a sound strategic basis;
• Achieve greater certainty of planning processes for governments, industry and
the community; and
• Provide a planning system that balances industry and community interests
without jeopardising cost effectiveness.
The report identifies a list of potential minor amendments to legislation and regulations
that will promote better planning outcomes for Tasmania. These include:
• Various changes to the implementation of planning schemes, amendments and
directives and the role of the Commission.
• Various changes to the requirements surrounding development assessment
process.
• Various changes to the requirements surrounding Tribunal reviews, mediation
and enforcement.
Tasmania Together 2020 (2001)
Created by the Tasmanian Government, this is a vision for the state drawn from an
extensive two and a half year community consultation period. Within this document there
are 24 goals and 212 benchmarks all are linked to issues such as; Community, Culture,
Democracy, Economy and the Environment.
Local government as well as business, industry and community groups are adopting such
goals and objectives. All of which provide for new formulation of government policy,
service delivery and budgets both now and for the future – this is particularly so due to a
constant review process. An independent Statutory Authority, the Tasmania Together
Progress Board, monitors this process and progress of achieving goals and benchmarks
and results are reported for all Tasmanians through Parliament.
An example of such goals and objectives relevant to King Island include;
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•
•
•
•

Ensuring that all Tasmanians have enough economic stability and thus income to
provide a reasonable standard of living and access to services for all of
Tasmania.
Increasing population levels to a sustainable level.
Improving the planning system and help it value the environment.
Giving a high value and preservation to natural heritage including the biodiversity,
geodiversity and landscapes of areas.

Clearing of forest vegetation on King Island
•
•

current moratorium on ‘new forest practices plans for clearing’
small scale clearing is exempt
o up to 1ha of land may be cleared per property per year
 non-vulnerable land – for new / existing infrastructure /
development
 vulnerable land – where necessary to protect public safety or
maintain existing infrastructure
• vulnerable land includes highly erosive soils,
streamside reserves, buffers, threatened species
habitat, areas previously reserved under a forest
practices plan
o other exemptions – public roads, gas pipelines, easements

4) Federal Government
National Code for Wind farms 2006-07-26
This code forms a set of guidelines for the provision of wind power in Australia. This
document incorporates a national agreement that addresses issues such as incorporating
local communities and including them in the decision making process as well as finding
out local knowledge by looking at the impacts on the landscape, property values and
wildlife in that particular area.
Although a wind farm at Huxley Hill has already been established, this National Code may
be useful if an expansion of such an energy source is needed on King Island in the future.
Sustainable Regions Cradle Coast Profile 2003
This profile provides an overview of the social, economic and environmental
characteristics of the Cradle Coast Region in Tasmania (including King Island); sources
for such information are from the Australian Taxation Office, the Department of Family and
Community Services and other state and local agencies.
The profile provides a context for any issues identified in the Federal Government’s
Sustainable Regions Programme under the Stronger Regions: A Stronger Australia
Statement. The statistics, which provide background information for such places can be
used to create decisions in such regions for sustained economic and community
development.
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Some key findings in this profile include:
• That there has been an overall population decline in the region due to major
changes in the mining, manufacturing, forestry and energy infrastructure (hydroelectric) industries (Since 1991 the overall population has declined by 4.6% or
5,141 persons).
• Projections also show that the Region’s population may further decline to around
99,100 by the year 2016.
• Although median income levels are the same, in this Cradle Coast Region there
are a higher proportion of households with incomes of less than $500 per week
than in the rest of Tasmania (44.7% compared with 40.9%). There are also a
lower proportion of households in the Region that earn $1,200 or more per week
than in the rest of Tasmania (15.7% compared with 19.0%).
• The average unemployment rate in the Cradle Coast Region was 9.3% for 2001–
02.
• Environmental issues and sustainability are now at the forefront of policy and
planning decisions in Tasmania due to the importance placed on such places in
Tasmania.
• In accordance with The Tasmania Together (2002) document, community
consultation places very high values on Tasmania’s environment and ‘…its
protection, conservation and future management.’
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Appendix D
King Island Planning Scheme Maps
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